Host ScottB says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\= CONTINUE MISSION =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=

CIV_Knote says:
::reconfigures helm console from last shift::

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: Triton comes within range of the Betazed system

XO_Keorn says:
::Standing in the TL heading for the Bridge::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Wishes he could see his Mother::

CMO_Thornne says:
@::In her shuttle in Betazed space.... keeping an eye on things::

CTO_Miaek says:
::at tactical one going over the lastest sensor data::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Looking at the specs on the new POD ::

CNS_Mrai says:
:: walks onto bridge, with a grin on his face ::Self : to bad we don't have enougth time to stop, could use a dose of mom's home cooking

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Entering Betazed system.  ::speaks without turning around::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Can sense the closeness to his Mother::

XO_Keorn says:
::enters the Bridge and moves to his station::

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: The CO seems to have dozed off in his chair

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks around and sees Winters asleep::

XO_Keorn says:
ALL: Sit rep all stations

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Looks up from the console trying to remember her face::

CIV_Knote says:
XO: Entering Betazed system. ::chuckles at Winters and turns back around::

CMO_Thornne says:
@::Looks to the back of the shuttle:: Twins: Look we're almost there.... There's Betazed ::points out the window::

XO_Keorn says:
CIV: Understood standard orbit

CNS_Mrai says:
:: sits in his seat, feeling for something stuffed in a tunic pocket ::Self:  :: whispering ::  whew, don't want to leave that laying around ..

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Walks confidently out of his quarters toward the turbolift::

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: Triton enters orbit of Betazed, detects the shuttlecraft Spiedey carrying the CMO and her family

CIV_Knote says:
XO:  ::eyes widen:: Orbit sir? Thought we were just passing through.

CTO_Miaek says:
XO:  shuttle craft detected

Lt_Waddleford says:
TL:  Engineering, please.  ::Juggles a few PADDs around::

CIV_Knote says:
::makes adjustments::

CMO_Thornne says:
@::Sees the Triton entering orbit::

CTO_Miaek says:
XO: scans indicate that it's new doctor and her family

CIV_Knote says:
XO: Have achieved standard orbit.

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: The TL carrying Lt. Waddleford redirects towards the pod, the computer informing him that an automatic safety shutdown has initiated in EPS flow conditioner 2.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Checks out the M/AM reaction chamber percentages ::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Scratches his head::  Aloud:  What?

XO_Keorn says:
CIV: We can spare a little time, and our new CMO some time, plus I would like to greet her.

Lt_Waddleford says:
Computer:  Verify the nature of the shutdown.

CIV_Knote says:
::shrugs at XO:: XO: Aye sir.

Host ScottB says:
<Computer> Lt: Shutdown verified. At 2108:53 hours, EPS Conditioner 2 detected a plasma surge, overloading the flow regulation taps. Such an overload is conducive to an unbalanced EPS feed to the pod.

CIV_Knote says:
XO: Opening shuttle bay doors for the shuttle.

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: The CO, almost snoring, falls straight forward out of his chair and onto the floor

XO_Keorn says:
CSO: You have the bridge, CIV: When she requests permission to dock tell her to dock in Shuttlebay 1

CIV_Knote says:
::Jumps at the thud and looks at Winters, chuckling::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Nods, quickly thinking::  *CEO*  I am having some problems...apparently, an EPS conditioner is out.  And...it seems I'm on my way to the pod to check it out. ::shrugs::

CIV_Knote says:
COM: Shuttle: Shuttle, you are cleared for shuttle bay one.

XO_Keorn says:
::picks up CO and places him back in his seat, still sleeping::

XO_Keorn says:
::heads to the TL::  TL: Shuttlebay 1

CNS_Mrai says:
:: looks down as the CO falls, chuckles ::All: boy thats going to leave a mark.

CMO_Thornne says:
@COM: Triton: Triton, thank you. Heading in, then.

Host CO_Winters says:
:: wakes up quickly ::

CEO_Jarek says:
*Lt_Waddleford* I shall meet you there

Host CO_Winters says:
:: snaps to ::

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: The TL carrying the Lt. opens into the master pod relay network room. The air is alive with electricity, and the room's lighting is dim, save for the rythmic thud of blue plasma.

CMO_Thornne says:
@::pilots the small shuttle towards the Triton's shuttlebay::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Taps his foot::  Computer:  Run a level three diagnostic on the EPS tap in question.  Can you determine the cause of the overload?

CIV_Knote says:
COM: Shuttle: Acknowledged, report when docked.

Host ScottB says:
<Computer> Lt: Not at present. Insufficient data

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Grabs his tool pouch on his way out of ME::

CMO_Thornne says:
@ COM: Civ: Aye...

XO_Keorn says:
::exits TL and enters Shuttle bay 1::

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Sir, retriving shuttle in bay one.

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: Very Good. Carry on

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Slowly steps into the pod network room, feeling a tingling sensation from the live air::  ::Sighs::  Computer:  What is the current status of the EPS network?

CMO_Thornne says:
@::Gently docks the shuttle inside the bay::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Enters TL:: Master POD relay room

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: The shuttlebay doors want to close prematurely. Spiedey makes it in, though, without a scratch.

CTO_Miaek says:
::begins long range sensor scans::

Host ScottB says:
<Computer> Lt: EPS flow is nominal. Master power feed is at 92% efficiency, backup feeds 3 through 18 are nominal on hot standby. Power flow is constant at 350 megawatts.

CIV_Knote says:
::Sees the console report the shuttle bay doors trying to close before shuttle reports landing::

CEO_Jarek says:
Computer: Status on the master control valves to the New POD

XO_Keorn says:
::smiles when the shuttle touches down::

CMO_Thornne says:
::shuts down power on the shuttle::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Nods, wondering what the problem might have been...yet another undiagnosed situation with the pod that came up with poor timing, no doubt...::

CIV_Knote says:
*CEO* Looks like we still have a problem with the shuttle bay doors.

CIV_Knote says:
COM: Shuttle: Status?

CEO_Jarek says:
*Engineering* Team 1 to shuttle bay 1 for Bay door repairs

Host ScottB says:
<SF_OPS> % COM: Triton: Triton, this is Betazed Starfleet Operations. Transmitting new course telemetry to Starbase 412 to you now.

CMO_Thornne says:
COM: Civ: She's powered down. ::leaves the console & heads to the back to round up the twins::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Takes out a PADD with some diagrams of the pod::  Self:  Hmmm.  ::Kneels down::  The conduit enters about, here...  ::Eyes dart back and forth between the bulkhead and his PADD::

XO_Keorn says:
::moves arround shuttle and stands at the door to the shuttle::

CIV_Knote says:
::waits for shuttle pilot to request clearance to leave::

CEO_Jarek says:
*Lt_Waddleford* Have you checked the Master control valves to the POD from the EPS grid

CMO_Thornne says:
::Picks up one of the twins & husband picks up other twin and exits the shuttle::

Host CO_Winters says:
COM: SF: Acknowledged Starfleet.

XO_Keorn says:
::sees the door start lowering down.

Lt_Waddleford says:
*CEO*  I had a diagnostic run but I haven't had a chance to take a hands-on look at things yet.  I'll let you know if I find anything before you get here.  ::Rolls up his sleeves and approaches the nearby computer panel::

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks over shoulder to see if CO hear response from shuttle::

CEO_Jarek says:
Lt_Waddleford* I can check the valves myself

Host CO_Winters says:
*CMO* Report to the bridge when you get your gear stored.

CIV_Knote says:
*CEO* My console shows the shuttle bay doors are closing; the shuttle hasn't left yet.

CMO_Thornne says:
*CO* Aye, Captain.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Pokes his pudgy fingers at a few keys::  *CEO*  All right...I have a set of diagrams if needed.

CEO_Jarek says:
Computer : Command overide on the shuttle bay 1 doors Jarek Alpha 21

Host ScottB says:
<Computer> Jarek: Acknowledged.

CEO_Jarek says:
*CIV* Acknowledged

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: Doors retract safely

CIV_Knote says:
::Shakes head at console readings::

CEO_Jarek says:
Lt_Waddleford* No need ... I have checked the diagrams already

CIV_Knote says:
CTO: Check the shuttle bay force fields please; the doors are messing up again.

CMO_Thornne says:
::Stands in front of the XO wondering if he has orders or is trying to pretend like a statue::

CNS_Mrai says:
:: looks at view screen :: ~~~~ hi mom sorry so short bye mom talk later ~~~~ :: hopes it gets through the atmosphere::

Host ScottB says:
<SF_OPS> % COM: Triton: Like you can see, Triton, the Hopias Asteroid Belt is going to be in the way no matter what. You'd might as well take some time in figuring out a firing solution to clear a path. The belt is thick. Might give your CMO some time to update your physical files, though. ::last sentence said with a glimmer of sarcasm::

CTO_Miaek says:
CIV:  Acknowledged

Host CO_Winters says:
COM: SF_Ops: Thanks a Million, Triton Out.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Brings up damage control and zooms in to the specified tap::  Computer:  Run standard operating diagnostic on this EPS conditioner.  ::Punches a few more buttons::

XO_Keorn says:
::shock on his face over the size of the twins and the difference since he last saw them::

Host ScottB says:
<SF_OPS> % ::snickers as the channel is cut... can just imagine what that crew is feeling right about now::

CTO_Miaek says:
Computer: run a diagnostic on the force fields for shuttlebay 1

XO_Keorn says:
CMO: They have grown so much

XO_Keorn says:
CMO: how are you, how have you been

CNS_Mrai says:
CEO:: ~~~~ jarek wish we could have stopped longer? ~~~~

CMO_Thornne says:
XO: Keorn? Are you alright? ::adjusts her daughter on her hips:: They're 19 months.

CIV_Knote says:
COM: Shuttle: You ready to launch for return trip?

Host ScottB says:
<Computer> CTO: Diagnostic initiated. Estimated time to completion is five minutes.

CEO_Jarek says:
*Lt_Waddleford* Control Valve 2 is a bit sluggish ,however in good repair.. all others in good repair

XO_Keorn says:
*CIV* I will be setting the auto-pilot for the return momentarily

CTO_Miaek says:
Computer: Acknowledged

CIV_Knote says:
*XO* Understood sir.

CTO_Miaek says:
CIV:  Delay the shuttle for 5 minutes please

XO_Keorn says:
CMO: It has seemed like so little time has gone by

Host ScottB says:
<Shuttle Computer> @ COM: CIV: Auto-pilot system is armed. Shuttle Spiedey is standing by.

XO_Keorn says:
CMO: do you need any help with your things or anything?

CMO_Thornne says:
XO: I've been keeping well. Yourself?  ::Introduces her family::  My husband, Jonn Thornne, my twins, Aurel & Daniel. Could you have our stuff sent to our quarters... not enough arms here. ::smiles::

CIV_Knote says:
CTO: Will do.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Puffs out a breath of air, and waiting for the diagnostic to finish, pulls his 'emergency sandwich' out of his engineering kit::  *CEO*  Understood.  I've begun a high level diagnostic on the conditioner that reported the overload.  Seems like the reroutes are okay though.

CEO_Jarek says:
Computer: Status on shuttle bay 1 doors

CIV_Knote says:
*XO* I presume I give the shuttle the launch command?

XO_Keorn says:
CMO: I have been doing good, hopefully we will have time to catch up later.  I have two people here to take them for you :: waves to two crewmen standing nearby::

CEO_Jarek says:
*Lt_Waddleford* Acknowledged, I'll be right there

XO_Keorn says:
*CIV* I will set it up from here thanks

CMO_Thornne says:
::Gives Aurel over to her husband.:: XO: I was supposed to report in to the Captain. I suppose you're heading there yourself?

CIV_Knote says:
*XO* Aye sir. ::shrugs at CTO::

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: Triton begins to break standard orbit as it eases out of the Betazed System, approaching the Hopias Belt

CTO_Miaek says:
Computer: what are the results of the diagnostic?

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Munches on his sandwich, watching a few stray shreds of lettuce fall to the floor::  Self:  Darn it...hate it when that happens...

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Leaving orbit, approaching Hopias Belt.

XO_Keorn says:
CMO: I am.  It will be just a moment while I set the auto-pilot

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Enters the relay room for the POD and sees Waddleford::

CIV_Knote says:
*XO* Suggest we get rid of that shuttle or close the bay doors, one or the other.

Host ScottB says:
<Computer> CTO: Diagnostic complete. Force field generators are operating within normal parameters. Auto-backup safeties are operating within normal parameters. Force field is inactive.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Quickly stuffs his sandwich away::  CEO:  Ah, Mr. Jarek, is it?

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: Acknowledged. Set course warp 8 until you reach the belt.

CTO_Miaek says:
CIV: you are clear to launch the shuttle

CEO_Jarek says:
Lt_Waddleford: You are correct

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Aye, warp 8 it is.

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: However, wait for the shuttle. :: smiles ::

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Oops.

CMO_Thornne says:
::Waits on the XO::

XO_Keorn says:
::enters shuttle after crewmen take luggage off the ship::  Computer: set auto-pilot to return to starbase heading 106.34

Lt_Waddleford says:
CEO:  Pleased to meet ya.  I'm still waiting on the diagnostic result;  damage control is up on that panel over there if you'd like to take a look.

Host ScottB says:
<Computer> XO: Acknowledged. Course set.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Looks like we just got ourselves a new shuttle.

Host ScottB says:
<Computer> Lt: Diagnostic complete.

CEO_Jarek says:
Lt_Waddleford: I shall do that, Do we have any insight as of yet

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: If they don't hurry up we will for sure.

XO_Keorn says:
::steps out of the shuttle and motions to the shuttle bay doors.  CMO: On the way  I'll show you your quarters so your husband can get the kids settled

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Stands up straight::  Computer:  At your leisure.  ::chuckles::  CEO:  Not yet, but the computer might give us some pretty soon.

CMO_Thornne says:
XO: Thank you. Much appreciated.

XO_Keorn says:
Computer: Launch shuttle

Host ScottB says:
<Computer> XO: Launching. ::shuttle leaves and heads on its merry way::

CIV_Knote says:
::Turns to looks at CO:: CO: We gonna launch it at warp 8?

XO_Keorn says:
*CIV* Shuttle launching under auto-pilot

CIV_Knote says:
*XO* As you wish sir.

Host CO_Winters says:
CIV: Go back to impulse ::Smiles::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Walks to the damage control board and takes a look

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Sure boss. ::drops to impulse::

CNS_Mrai says:
:: turns head at conversation between CIV and CO:: Self: are they crazy or what

XO_Keorn says:
::heads out the shuttle bay and leads the merry troupe into the residential section::

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: Unexpectedly, another EPS surge occurs, feeding up through Conditioner 3. The master control room is bathed in a blinding white light and near-searing heat as the conditioners compensate.

CMO_Thornne says:
::Follows the XO...::

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: The shuttle launches right as Triton drops out of warp... just a quick stop to drop off luggage

CIV_Knote says:
::Console shows shuttle has left shuttle bay one; closes door::

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Shuttle away.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Squints::  Aloud:  What the heck.

CEO_Jarek says:
Lt_Waddleford: Are you alright

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Returning to warp 8 on programmed heading.

XO_Keorn says:
::arrives at CMO's Quarters and opens the doors:: CMO: the crewmen should have your things here within 15 - 20 min

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: Good.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Looks at the redness’ of the Lt.’s face

CMO_Thornne says:
XO: Good... ::nods::

Lt_Waddleford says:
CEO:  I'm fine... nearly lost my balance in the onslaught.  ::chuckles::  Did something else go out?  ::Approaches the panel::

CIV_Knote says:
CO: ETA to Hopias Belt is 20 minutes.

CEO_Jarek says:
Lt_Waddleford: Another surge

Lt_Waddleford says:
CEO:  My, that warmed things up a bit.  ::Chuckles again and takes off his uniform jacket::

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: Come to All stop just on the border.

CTO_Miaek says:
::starts long range scans::

CEO_Jarek says:
Lt_Waddleford: I think it a wise idea to reduce power to this POD until we conclude the problem

Lt_Waddleford says:
Computer:  Please readout diagnostic report on plasma conditioner 2.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Aye.

Lt_Waddleford says:
CEO:  Agreed.  But I think someone will have to do that from ME.

Lt_Waddleford says:
CEO:  The systems here seem...less than reliable.

XO_Keorn says:
CMO: It looks like John has everything in hand here, if you'd like to head to the Bridge now.  ::smiles warmly at John::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Permission to reduce power to the Weapons POD by 1/3 until we find the problem sir

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* Go ahead. Just make sure we have weapons if we are surprised.

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks at programmed course through the asteroid belt; shakes head; is not pleased.::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Aye sir

Host ScottB says:
<Computer> Lt: Diagnostic complete. Conditioner 2 is operating at 12% below normal parameters. Regulation elements 19, 31, and 50 are in need of replacement. All other regulation elements are damaged, but may be repaired through cationic displacement.

CEO_Jarek says:
Computer: Reduce power to the POD relay systems by 1/3 Until further orders

CMO_Thornne says:
XO: Right.... ::leaves the quarters and heads for a TL::

Host ScottB says:
<Computer> CEO: Acknowledged.

Lt_Waddleford says:
CEO:  You catch all that Jarek?  ::Brings the affected areas of the conditioner up on the damage control panel::

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: The relay room darkens to a dim glow, barely enough to see around.

XO_Keorn says:
::engages CMO in small talk about recent life on way to Bridge::

CIV_Knote says:
::runs system check on helm control::

CMO_Thornne says:
::waits for the TL to dump them off on the bridge::

CEO_Jarek says:
Lt_Waddleford: we need to reroute power through secondary systems until we can effect repairs

Host ScottB says:
ACTION: LRS detects the Hopias Belt. Initial perimeter scans are automatically begun

CNS_Mrai says:
:: empathetically and mental scans over the new doc storing for later recording into his files ::

Lt_Waddleford says:
CEO:  Exactly what I was thinking.  You want some help with the repairs?

CEO_Jarek says:
*Engineering* we need 3 new flow regulators for the EPS master flow relay systems on the double

CMO_Thornne says:
::steps off the TL and onto the bridge::

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* What are the exact dangers of this belt we are about to go throught?

CEO_Jarek says:
Lt_Waddleford: that would be .........nice

Host ScottB says:
<PO_Dirge> *CEO* Aye sir. I'm on my way.

XO_Keorn says:
::steps off TL just after CMO and walks to station::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Radiation and heavy hull hits sir

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* Is it safe for Triton to go through?

CMO_Thornne says:
CO: Reporting for duty, sir.

CNS_Mrai says:
:: looks up as he is notices the XO and whom he presumes is the new CMO enter the bridge ::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Winces at the CEO's uncertainty::  CEO:  Well, I could monitor things from here, if you'd rather...

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* depends on the Pilot sir, and shield strength

CNS_Mrai says:
:: nods in greeting to the XO::

Host CO_Winters says:
CMO: Welcome aboard Commander! Nice to see you again.

Host CO_Winters says:
:: offers hand ::

XO_Keorn says:
::nods to the CNS::

CEO_Jarek says:
Lt_Waddleford: I could use assistance with the valve replacement

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* Not the comforting response I was hoping for Chief.

CMO_Thornne says:
::shakes his hand:: CO: And I see you've made your way up to the Big Chair.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Cheerfully::  CEO:  Oh, all right then!  Lead the way!

Host CO_Winters says:
:: begins wonder about Knote's finer piloting skills ::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* The best I can do for the Moment sir

CIV_Knote says:
::concentrates on the images presented by the LRS::

CTO_Miaek says:
CO:  Initial Perimeter scans have started automatically i might add

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Who's at the helm if I may ask

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* Mr. Knote.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: as he's working on the valve replacement

Lt_Waddleford says:
CEO:  Oh, but one minute...I forgot what exactly I came down for in the first place.  ::Walks over to the control panel and pulls out a PADD::  Be with you in a minute...I'm going to take care of this automatic programming, give control back to the bridge where it belongs.

CEO_Jarek says:
*CIV* Congratulations Mr. Knote

Host CO_Winters says:
CMO: Yes indeed. It IS as comfortable as it looks :: smiles ::

XO_Keorn says:
::reconfigures station to display asteroid field on his screen::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Starts hunting-and-pecking out various command codes and reroutes::

Host CO_Winters says:
CMO: Have you found your quarters ok?

CIV_Knote says:
::The course presents a challenge; large asteroids with lots of broken chunks.  Very dense::

CMO_Thornne says:
CO: Aye it is... I've had one chance to command a ship.... other than the times I was left with the helm. Aye... Mr. Keorn was very helpful with that. My thanks to him.

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* What is our current shield status.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Skipper, this course is going to be a challenge.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Shakes his head and continues working, Lt_Waddleford do you wish this POD to function properly?

XO_Keorn says:
::smiles at CMO's comment::

CTO_Miaek says:
CO:  Shall I raise the shields?

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Full shields through rerouted power,1/2 weapons strength

CIV_Knote says:
CO: ::points to screen:: Very dense, lots of asteroid debris and narrow paths.

Host CO_Winters says:
CEO: We are going to stop just outside the belts perimeter. We will make preparations then.

XO_Keorn says:
<edit SMO = CMO>

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Raises an eyebrow::  CEO:  Um, yes?  What are you getting at?  ::Inputs the final code, but places the system on standby, leaving the pod on automatic for the time being::

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* Very good. Make sure you coordinate with OPS and have a lot of extra power available for the shields.

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Acknowledged, we shall be ready momentarily

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: Can you handle it Mr. Knote?

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Some of these "rocks" are going to have to be blasted.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Aye, that I can.

CIV_Knote says:
::gulps::

CEO_Jarek says:
Lt_Waddleford : You and I know these systems better than anyone ,seems best that you and I repair them together

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Arriving at edge of the belt; dropping to impulse.

CIV_Knote says:
::Triton drops to impulse::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: notices Knote's Adams apple move as he gulps :: Civ: Excellent :: in a flat voice ::

CEO_Jarek says:
*OPS* transferring secondary shield control to your station

Host CO_Winters says:
*All Hands* Standby to enter the asteroid belt.

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Yellow Alert.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: 1/4 impulse.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Taps a few final keys, initiating the reroute program as a subroutine only::  CEO:  All right then.  Let's get to work.  ::Chuckles::

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: Aye Sir:: sends the Triton to yellow alert::

Host CO_Winters says:
CMO: This would probably be a good time to find sickbay.

Host ScottB says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\= PAUSE MISSION =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=
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